
OCCIDENTAL GYPSY

BAND BIOGRAPHY

Occidental Gypsy was originally formed by brothers Brett and Jeff Feldman as gypsy jazz quartet. After the release of their CD 
Over Here and the addition of new members, the band has taken on a far more diverse, sophisticated, and eclectic sound.  Their 
original compositions and performances have earned them a national reputation for delivering a thrilling auditory experience 
through masterful musicianship. On stage, the band compliments their original material with expertly arranged ‘gypsified’ covers.  
Occidental Gypsy’s unique approach to gypsy swing and jazz stems from the influence of  their musical antecedents; Django 
Reinhardt and Stephane Grapelli.  As innovative and capable heirs, the band was invited to play DjangoFest in Mill Valley, 
California in June 2015.

Eli Bishop – violin 
Violinist Eli Bishop began his musical studies with the violin at the age of three.  Over the years he continued his musical 
education at the Vanderbilt Blair School of Music in Nashville and the Berklee College of Music in Boston. His studies of various 
musical styles–including classical, western swing, rock, country, and jazz– provided him with the opportunity to perform with a 
wide variety of musical artists ranging from Vince Gill and the Time Jumpers, to the Wooten brothers, to Bill Evans of the Miles 
Davis Group and Wynton Marsalis.  In 2013, Eli won the Mississippi Grand Master Fiddler Championship. 

Jeremy Frantz – guitar and vocals
Hailing from Pittsburgh, Jeremy will be earning his Masters of Music in Guitar Performance in Spring 2015 from Duquesne 
University, where he studies extensively with legendary jazz guitarist Joe Negri.  His background and performance history 
includes powerful jazz guitar with sultry and smooth vocals reminiscent of the bygone era of swing.  Jeremy is the most recent 
addition to the band, and brings a straight-ahead jazz sensibility and tight playing that serves as a fantastic counterpoint to the 
wildly driving gypsy rhythms.

Brett Feldman – lead guitar
Having steeped in the strains of gypsy-style acoustic guitar since his youth,  Brett Feldman serves as the primary songwriter and 
instrumental arranger for the band.  His accelerated, driving guitar sound has earned him acclaim as a straight up “old school, 
young fingers” master guitarist.  Having travelled the globe seeking -- and playing-- a variety of Gypsy sounds, Brett uses a 
traditional instrument custom-built to deliver the seismic sounds that are many cannot believe are not amplified. Relentlessly 
perfecting his craft by practicing in a traditional gypsy way, and writing,  Brett clearly is on the forefront of developing the art

Jeff Feldman – bass
Jeff Feldman, a practicing physician, came to music later in life at the insistence of his brother Brett. Together they founded the 
band, and Jeff perfected his skillful, brisk and richly resonant bass while serving as a kind of “spiritual leader” of the group.  It is 
fair to say, that for a duel profession careerist, that Feldman’s traditionally developed sounds (by ear with trial and error, practice 
and performance),  give the listener a  healthy kind of auditory foundation, and a rounded flow of sound that serves perfectly for 
the wild musical jump offs served up by the other members.

Erick Cifuentes – percussion 
Erick Cifuentes began his musical  studies at the age of 14 at Poliritmos Music Academy in Guatemala City, Guatemala.  After 
graduating with honors he decided to move to the USA and start working as a professional percussionist playing with dozens of 
musical acts live, and also as a session musician.  Erick’s musical styles including funk, R&B, jazz, Latin, fusion and many more. 
He brings a steady, and eclectic beat to the band’s gypsy sound 


